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Socialising design

Community

Using design 
activism 
against 

capitalism

Minor modes 
of design serve 

different 
purposes than 
major modes

Looking at 
activism in 

the broader 
context

Activism 
is not just 

protest

Landscapes The city of industrial capitalism Grassroots Urbanism & Urban gardening

Who is that?

"Arrogance of design"

Mainstream trends

Applying global metrics of success

Building boom

Internationalism

"Fossil- fuel- driven economic growth"

Standardized infrastructures

Consumerism & capital- intesive

Troubled with high prices

Are all design 
activities that are 
not capitalistic, by 

nature design 
activism?

"The city is disconnected in thought 
from its hinterlands"

Entrepreneurial 
and social 
flourishing

How the seed 
of design can 

be put in 
every field.

Urban landscape = textured with 
social practices. 

Layered with symbols and time layers 
of the city

Cities set conditions of life, constraits 
of action and of choice itself

(Design) activism 
can come from 
anywhere, not 

necessarily 
designers

'lacking 
resistance 

to the 
present.'

Socialist design

Cities: Attention often in physical 
constructions: infrastructures, 
ecosystems, housing, open space

Creation and 
constructing 

tools of 
thinking

Design 
activism as 

pure politics 
and anarchy

Overly focused on end- users

Low budget, but intellectually & 
technically ambitious alternative DIY 
practices

Brings NATURE into the city

Hegemony 
and the 

taming of 
design 

activism

Design 
activism as 
inbetween 

anarchy and 
hegemony

Solving wicked 
problems, like 
sustainability

Hidden labor of design

Key terminology

Consensus / Dissensus

Politics (dissensus which disturbs the given order of domination) / Police (organisations of power which allow a system to govern - formal & informal)

Pure politics (the force of the people) / Impure politics (blending of politics and police)

Fry / Fuad- Luke

Participatory work, construction etc..

Thorpe / Fuad- 
Luke

Formulaic motions

Markkussen

Dissensus 
over 

consensus

Consensus 
over 

dissensus

Not all design 
is activism and 
not all activism 

is design

focus on 
recreation 
of existing 
systems.

Confuses design 
activism with 
social design / 

social 
entrepreneurship

What do 
we want to 

sustain?

Democratising designs

Revolt, 
Riot, 

Protest

Design 
Activism can 
work within 
the existing 

system

- diverse forms of social 
ownership

- equity, co- financing and 
collaborative design

- communal stewardship and 
common use

- Community land trusts and 
collective
tenures

- limited equity cooperatives 
and co- housing developments

- social enterprises,
community interest companies 

or benefit corporations

- local real estate and energy
co- operatives peer- to- peer 

lending and
venture funding

-  time banking, local currencies
and crowd- funding

 - open- source design
strategies and creative 

commons licensing

pure politics: 
police and politics 

cannot coexist. 
One must survive 
by overturning the 

other

"creativity 
becomes an 

instrument of 
excercising 

power"

Deterritorialize
domains of 

thought for more 
sustainability 
using a social 

medium

How?
Break down the distinction 

between designers and users
Knowledge as a common resource

Decommodify design expertise
Democratise design practice

Design activism as 
disruption of 
social order 

through aesthetic 
dissensus

Type something

The text is very specific about the 
reality in rich coutries, how to relate to
poor countries with a diferent context.

"Socialising Design" = Who is being 
designed = What Purpose.

Versions of the social implicated in 
mainstream design and 

development in rich- world (WEIRD) 
settings

" Let dissensus be 
acknowledged, 

but what comes 
after can't be 
predicted "

"cuts across and 
exposes 

hierarchies so 
processes of 

subjectivisation 
can take place"

Context: concentrating on the ideal usage and users of a space 
and neglecting other possibilities
Use: standardizing the social in a prescribed range of functions 
and activities
Object: steering behaviour and ”designing in certain uses and 
designing out others”
Process: engaging users but not treating processes as open- 
ended or undecided & ruling out certain parts of community

" renegotiate 
and 

reconfigured 
the police 

order"

Current understanding of the 
social in the field of design

No matter 
what we call it 

(design) but 
WHAT IT 
DOES?

EXAMPLES:
Dodo '95
Oxygen Room '00

Questions

Design as 
intradomain 

mode of 
thought

Domains of 
thought divide 
different fields

Design as 
multidisciplina
ry act is part of 

all domains

Deleuze says 
design serves 

capitalism: 
Shame!

1. Design Activism involves 
two logics:

- Logic of existing social 
order (that must be 

ruptured)
- Introducing a new logic 
through emancipation

Takeaways: 
design as a 

hybrid 
interdisclipine

Minor modes 
of design don't 

necessarily 
serve 

capitalism

1.Valuing & protecting what exists

2.A desire for learning

3.Sharing

2. Disruption 
through aesthetic 
dissensus: a short- 

lived event of 
opening up of a gap 

between ways of 
doing

What is 
design 

activism?

Deleuze's Domains of Thought

How big is the 
sense of activism? 
Some might just 
like gardening or 

community

Activism?

Design for or against capitalism?

Collective and 
constructive 

struggles 
concerned with 

the public sphere

Gathering of people & 
things, at once social, 

experiential & material

what is the 
value people 

gain from 
participating in 

activism?

3.Design 
Activism is 

impure 
politics

open- ended

Design as a form of activism

enslaving DA to the 
hegemony

simplify and obscurehow does urban 
activism feed into 
gentrification and 

property values? how 
much does it actually 
support the property 

developers?

Typical characteristics:

growing 
phenomenon

"Future is a matter of choices, ACT 
FOR IT!"

The efficiency and utilization of budget in the 
process
& Engage people's needs in each layer
- How to keep the efficiency while meet more people's 
need?
- What should designer do in the socialising design 
do?

Production & Process 

An effort to construct or pre- figure a 
differnet world/alternative future

Gathering people together

Taking into account all actors involved 
in funding, creating, managing, using 
and maintaining a space

Possibilities, 
alternative 
frameworks



Design 
activism as 

pure politics 
and anarchy

Hegemony 
and the 

taming of 
design 

activism

Design 
activism as 
inbetween 

anarchy and 
hegemony

Key terminology

Consensus / Dissensus

Politics (dissensus which disturbs the given order of domination) / Police (organisations of power which allow a system to govern - formal & informal)

Pure politics (the force of the people) / Impure politics (blending of politics and police)

Fry / Fuad- Luke Thorpe / Fuad- 
Luke
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over 
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Riot, 
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work within 
the existing 

system
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by overturning the 
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but what comes 
after can't be 
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"cuts across and 
exposes 

hierarchies so 
processes of 

subjectivisation 
can take place"

" renegotiate 
and 
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1. Design Activism involves 
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- Logic of existing social 
order (that must be 

ruptured)
- Introducing a new logic 
through emancipation

2. Disruption 
through aesthetic 
dissensus: a short- 

lived event of 
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impure 
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enslaving DA to the 
hegemony



Are all design 
activities that are 
not capitalistic, by 

nature design 
activism?

How the seed 
of design can 

be put in 
every field.

What do 
we want to 

sustain?

Questions



(Design) activism 
can come from 
anywhere, not 

necessarily 
designers

Not all design 
is activism and 
not all activism 

is design

No matter 
what we call it 

(design) but 
WHAT IT 
DOES?

Design as 
intradomain 

mode of 
thought

Takeaways: 
design as a 

hybrid 
interdisclipine


